Questions and Answers
Release webinar Q1 2021
1. Notes: Are there already any known issues
with the notes and highlight Beta?
Answer: Yes, and the limitations can be found
in the end of this article: Notes
2. Notes: Will students be able to copy their
notes and paste it in their essay?
Answer: Yes, it is possible to copy and paste
text from notes into an essay by using Ctrl+C
and Ctrl+V.
3. Notes: So no serious flaws in highlights and
notes then?
Answer: No.
4. New spell checker: Is it possible to switch
between languages within a test?
Answer: Yes. The student can change
language, there is also an auto-detection, and
different languages can be used per essay
question.
5. Grading scale default: is it possible to use
threshold values also as default?
Answer: No, it is not possible to use default
threshold values, and this is not something we
are planning on supporting.
6. Calculator: Have you considered offering a
simple calculator as an alternative to
Geogebra?
Answer: It is not something we have any
specific plans for now. If you have a link to a
simple calculator, then you can add it as a
resource to a question set, but then you of
course have to consider further links available
on that site.
7. SEB version: What about support for new mac
SEB version?
Answer: We are testing SEB 2.3 for Mac this
sprint (March). If all is good with testing, then
we will support that with next release (from
beginning of April).

8. Video calls: What is the progress regarding
allowing Zoom for example to working along
with Safe Exam Browser?
Answer: Currently we are working making
Zoom or other video tools working with Inspera
Exam Portal (not regular SEB used in Inspera
Assessment). We are expecting it to be ready
later this year, and we will communicate this in
our release notes when the time comes.
9. Inspera Exam Portal: When will Exam Portal
be ready?
Answer: It is already released. So if you are
interested in a subscription, you can contact
your main Inspera contact or Service desk,
and we can help you activate it.
10. Inspera Exam Portal: Will we see Inspera
Exam Portal added in the security section of
test options right next to SEB and Inspera
Lock Down?
Answer: Yes. Currently it is available under
the security settings if you have an IEP
subscription. We are refining this a bit to make
it more clear how to activate IEP, so the
location of the test setting might change a bit
in the near future. Here is an article on how to
active IEP in the test settings: Test Setup - IEP
and Smarter Proctoring
11. Inspera Exam Portal: Does it also work with
Chrome lockdown?
Answer: No, not for now. But we have plans
on supporting it in the future.
12. Inspera Exam Portal: Is Inspera Exam Portal
an extra cost or is it included in the ordinary
licence?
Answer: It is an extra cost.
13. Is it possible to use Inspera Exam Portal and
SEB in the same test?
Answer: No, it is not.

